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INTRODUCTION 

The continued rise of data-driven technology (cloud, advanced analytics, and microservices-based APIs) 

is enabling group disability insurance carriers to unlock intelligence that used to be buried in their systems 

and forms and convert it into valuable customer insight. It is also creating new opportunities for insurers to 

differentiate themselves in an otherwise commoditized industry. Combined with heightened customer 

expectations, data-driven technology is allowing insurers to partner with employers to create a healthier, 

more productive workforce and advise on leading practices to prevent disabilities and accelerate 

employees’ return to work. 

It is entirely possible that in the near future, the primary interactions that group disability insurance carriers 

will have with clients will consist of leading practice discussions on workplace accommodations and 

return-to-work interventions, rather than today’s typical focus on issue management and bill 

reconciliation. A recent McKinsey report noted that in the next 10 years, claims processing will be 

increasingly automated through AI and AI-enabled, machine learning–based models.
1
 Claims processing 

will remain a primary function, but insurers will increase their focus on risk monitoring, prevention, and 

mitigation.
2
 This is a significant shift in the industry and will allow insurers to showcase the other value-

adding qualities of their businesses to clients. 

However, unlocking data and putting data-driven information to work for insurers’ clients requires new 

core technology investments. Group disability insurance carriers require a modern claims platform that 

offers a single source of truth, with rules-based capabilities to facilitate intelligent case segmentation and 

routing as the foundation. Native cloud platforms ease the aggregation of data from multiple sources to 

support 360-degree analytics. API-first enabled architecture facilitates real-time integration with core 

systems and external ecosystems such as niche data providers in behavioral health, musculoskeletal, or 

other high-propensity medical conditions for creating more relevant and meaningful insight. 

THE DIFFERENTIATION REVOLUTION 

Group disability insurers’ differentiation revolution is well underway, as insurers have already doubled 

down on cloud adoption as well as the use of advanced technology to enable data-driven insights. Cloud 

usage in the insurance industry has increased significantly in the last several years. A recent Novarica 

study saw the percentage of insurers using cloud technology increase to more than 90% from more than 

70% since their 2018 study, with three quarters of insurers planning further expansion in the next 18 

months.
3
 The primary drivers for greater cloud adoption are agility, capacity, and new capabilities such as 

using native APIs to integrate with third parties or to aggregate data to drive meaningful analytics and 

insights.   
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These powerful, data-driven insights could enable claims specialists to engage with claimants to advise 

on best practice interventions to mitigate certain health conditions from becoming chronic and ultimately 

disabling. Complex cases could be more quickly routed to specialists based on historical results of 

eligibility decisions or return-to-work program recommendations. Account managers could also advise 

plan sponsors on leading practices in return-to-work accommodations for specific industries, 

geographies, or job roles. 

DATA-DRIVEN INSIGHT INROADS 

While the life insurance industry is still in the early stages of implementing advanced analytic solutions to 

drive meaningful insights, many carriers are making investments and have initiated programs to pilot and 

learn where they can make the biggest impact. In the Voluntary Benefits market, carriers continue to add 

more offerings at the intersection of health and wellness. They are also investing in data and analytics to 

deepen their insight on what employers and employees find appealing. For example, MetLife conducted 

data mining on dental and vision plans quoted across the U.S. to develop pre-built, tailored small business 

employee benefits bundles for businesses with 10-99 employees in different markets. The program, 

MetLife Simply Smart Bundles, includes dental and vision and optional, employee-paid group legal 

services.
4
   

Carriers overall are interested in developing deeper engagement directly with employees. Consumers 

have become more confident in sharing information if they trust their providers and can realize value-

based benefits. While employers are still very protective of direct access to their employees’ information, 

the business model continues to evolve. Where employers do allow controlled access to employee 

information, carriers are creating awareness, education, and cross-selling voluntary products to existing 

group customers. For example, Securian Financial’s Benefit Scout digital platform uses AI to recommend 

voluntary benefits to employees and provide costs based on information they supply about their assets, 

debts, families, and lifestyles.
5
  Employees can customize recommended benefits before enrolling.

6
  One 

final example of where data is being used to enhance customer engagement is Sun Life’s leveraging of its 

acquisition of Maxwell Health to provide employers with real-time data for benefit assessment, plan 

design, and streamlined electronic data interface/exchange with employer coverage providers.
7
 

To further evolve with this industry shift, carriers must also implement changes to the operating model for 

the roles and skills within the claims operation in terms of data fluency, communications, and relationship 

management skills. AI and data modeling instruction will be of particular use to employees who move to 

risk monitoring and mitigation advisory roles from claims-processing functions. 
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CONCLUSION 

Group disability product lines today generate $19 billion a year in premiums and have demonstrated 

long-term, mid-single-digits annual growth.
8
 Sick or injured employees are costing employers $575B 

each year.  The strong growth of the industry, in addition to its increasing dependence on data, will create 

significant opportunities for individual carriers who know how to interpret data for new customer 

strategies, products, and operating models. But to access that insight, carriers first need to invest in a 

modern core technology platform with a single source of truth, and rules-based capabilities to facilitate 

intelligent case segmentation and routing as the foundation. Cloud-based platforms that ease the 

aggregation of data from multiple sources to support 360-degree analytics, as well as API-first enabled 

architecture to facilitate real-time integration with core systems and external ecosystems will also 

enhance data collection. Carriers who implement data-driven technology to harness valuable insights for 

their customers will have a compelling competitive edge and strongly differentiate themselves in today’s 

highly commoditized market. 

ABOUT VITECH 

Vitech is a global provider of cloud-native benefits and investment administration software. We help our 

Group Insurance, Pension Fund Administration, and Investment clients expand their offerings and 

capabilities, streamline their operations, gain analytical insights, and transform their engagement models.  

Vitech employs over 1,400 professionals serving over 100 of the world’s most successful insurance, 

retirement and investment organizations. Our market-leading platform V3locity, is a transformative suite 

of complementary applications that offers full life cycle business functionality and robust enterprise 

capabilities. Vitech has been recognized by Celent as a three-time XCelent award winner. For more 

information, please visit our website at www.vitechinc.com. 
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